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the channel, this sequence is processed by the matched
filter and FFT processor. In Section 3, using the inherent characteristic of the code generator system, we
describe a noise reduction method: an example is also
given. Some simulation results are discussed in Section
4.

Abstract

In this paper, we investigate a noise reduction
scheme based on the inherent noise reduction characteristic of a modulated orthogonal sequence. The
modulated orthogonal sequence generates length N 2 sequences from N information symbols. Using the amplitudes of the received symbols, we first estimate the location of the smallest amplitude noise. Then the noise
is reduced by the suggested system.

2

System model

A block diagram of the suggested noise reduction
scheme is shown in Figure 1. The code sequence generator makes length N 2 codes from length N information
1 Introduction
symbols. This code sequence has orthogonality and a
good property of cross-correlation [3]. In the channel,
For code division multiple access (CDMA) systems,
noise is added t o the code sequence. The received signal
some sequences are suggested, such as the m-sequences
passes
through the matched filter and FFT processor.
[I] and Gold’s sequences [2]. These sequences, however,
In
the
amplitude estimator, we choose the indices of
have co-channel interference whose value exceeds 1/a,
the received symbols having the smallest amplitudes.
where L is the spreading ratio of the CDMA systems.
Finally,
we reduce the amplitude of the noise in the
The co-channel interference in these systems lowers to
noise
reducer
using the results of the amplitude estimasome degree the performance of the systems. In [3], an
tor and the inherent structure of the code generator.
orthogonal sequence is proposed: when the period is L ,
the autocorrelation function of the code sequence is 0
except for every Lth term, and the absolute value of
the cross-correlation is 1/L. This absolute value 1/L
of the cross-correlation function is the mathematical
lower bound for orthogonal sequences. In this paper,
we suggest a noise reduction method for the orthogonal code sequence proposed in [3], when information
symbols have constant absolute values.
Figure 1: A block diagram of the suggested system
In Section 2, we describe the suggested system model
which consists of a code sequence generator, a matched
Definition 1. Let t h e quotient and residue functions
filter, and an FFT processor. A code sequence of length
Q and R be defined as
N 2 is generated from N information symbols by the
code sequence generator. After being passed through
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where WN = exp
with j = fl.
The code considered for multiple access and noise
reduction in this paper is as follows [3]. Let b;, i =
0,1,2, ...,N - 1, be the information symbols. To maintain the property of orthogonality and to have no crosscorrelation, b;'s must have the same absolute value [4].
The output symbol gr of the code sequence generator
can be expressed as

LY(N-I)N

Then the FFT processor outputs are given by

+
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+E,
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where Y is the signal component of Y , Y e is the noise
component of Y , S = FG,kYs, and E = F i , i Y e .
Then, as shown in [ 5 ] ,the FFT processor output matrix
S of the signal component is

where m 2 1 is the user index: a different number is
given t o each user. Then, the received symbol can be
expressed as
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with

(7)

and yr a r e the matched filter outputs of the
signal and noise components, respectively. As shown
in [5], the signal and noise components of the matched
filter output can be obtained as
where yf

(n

C

eR(i-IJV2)Pi

= y1"+yf, O < 1 < N 2 - l ,

Y1" =

= N
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where

N2-1

i=O

OJ

E = [Ekl]I

The matched filter output is therefore

Yl

...

and the noise component E of the FFT processor output is

where el is the noise symbol. The received symbol rl
will pass through the matched filter with coefficients
-1 1 m

O

b,W-1qim
N
if 1,. = 0,
otherwise,

f 2 ( n ,2)

=

i(7%

if 0 5 E 5 N - 1 - n r ,
(16)
1)(n, + E ) ,
if N - nr 5 I 5 N - 1.

+

From ( l a ) , (13), and (14), the FFT processor output
can be expressed as

(8)
Eo1

and
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Noise reduction method

From (13) and (17), it is easy to see that the signal
components can be represented by only the first column
of R. On the other hand, if there is some noise in
the received sequences, then the noise component will
appear in all the columns.
The noise reduction method suggested is as follows.
As we can see in (4), ( 5 ) , and (17), each received
symbol rl consists of an information symbol and a
noise component. Therefore, each element Rio of the
first column of the FFT processor output contains one
information symbol b; and N noise elements, enN+;,
n = 0,1, ...,N - 1. The main idea of the proposed noise
reduction method is to remove all the noise elements
except for the smallest amplitude noise element in each
row of R . We thus first have t o estimate the smallest
noise element for each row of R. One simple way to do
that is to estimate the smallest amplitude noise element
by the received symbol with the smallest amplitude.
Apparently, the received symbol so chosen does not always contain the smallest amplitude noise. As shown in
[ 5 ] , however, the probability that the noise element so
chosen has the smallest amplitude in fact is equal to or
greater than l/2. In addition, we can show that, as the
SNR decreases, the probability bound becomes higher.
Let K(i)be the amplitude estimator output for the ith
information symbol, where K ( i ) = k, i = 1,2, ...N - 1,
if the smallest amplitude element of the set {r;, f N + i ,
} the (k 1)th element r k N + i .
r 2 N + i , ..., T ( N - ~ ) N + ; is

+

K(i)

Now, we consider the linear combination ci
defined by

of Ekl

As we can see from (20), we now have one information symbol added t o only the smallest amplitude noise
for each row of R: this implies the SNR is increased
by the reducer. Intuitively, it is easily conceivable that
this system will perform better under lower SNR environments.
As an example, assume that N = 3 and m = 1,
Then, from (17), the FFT processor output is

Assume that K(1) = 0 for the second row or information symbol bl: that is, among the received symbols
r1, r4, and r 7 containing b l , the absolute value of r l is
assumed to be the smallest. Now

and using (20), the output of the noise reducer is
( ~ l , o+-cy) = 9 ( b l +

(23)

Similarly, we can obtain the output of the noise reducer
for the first and last information symbols: if we assume
K ( 0 ) = 1 and K(2) = 2, then the noise reducer outputs
are (Ro,o+ cg) = 9 (bo+ e 3 ) and ( R ~ , o + c $=
) 9(b2
+esW?) for the first and last information symbols, respectively.
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Simulation results

In this section, we show some simulation results for
the suggested noise reduction method. Assume that the
pdf of the noise is the €-contaminated pdf

We can show that

n=O,nfK(i)

and, if we add

el).

J

to Rio, we get from (15) and (19)

where E is called the impulsiveness parameter or contamination parameter [6], and fb(Z) and f;(x) are zeromean Gaussian pdfs with variances
and a:, respect ively.
To quantify the simulation results, let us define the
noise reduction gain G in dB as

ai

G = 1010g,~Pnot reduced
Preduced
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(dB)1

where Pnotreduced and Preduced are the noise powers before and after the reducer, respectively.
In Figure 2, we show the reduction gain versus the impulsiveness parameter, where it is assumed t h a t N = 3,
$/U,"
= 100, SNR=O, 2.5,4.5,7dB7and the number of
Monte-Carlo runs is 10000 for each point. Apparently,
as is anticipated from the probabilistic analysis [5], we
get more gain as the SNR decreases. It is interesting to
see that, when E is approximately 0.3 - 0.4, we get the
maximum gain.

5

Concluding remarks

We have suggested a noise reduction scheme which
can reduce noise power for an orthogonal sequence. The
code sequence considered in this paper has not only
the orthogonality after modulated by the information
symbols but also good cross-correlation property. This
code also has an inherent noise reduction characteristic,
which is exploited in the reduction scheme. The amplitude of noise can be reduced to the level of the smallest
one: the reduction is expected and found to be better
for lower SNR cases.

__ SNR = O dB
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